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Abstract. Recurrent connectivity in the visual cortex is believed to aid
object recognition for challenging conditions such as occlusion. Here we investigate if and how artificial neural networks also benefit from recurrence.
We compare architectures composed of bottom-up, lateral and top-down
connections and evaluate their performance using two novel stereoscopic
occluded object datasets. We find that classification accuracy is significantly higher for recurrent models when compared to feedforward models
of matched parametric complexity. Additionally we show that for challenging stimuli, the recurrent feedback is able to correctly revise the initial
feedforward guess.

1

Introduction

Primate object recognition has been widely assumed to be a feedforward process
[1]. This view is supported by the primate visual system’s ability to accomplish
the task within a mere 150 ms and by the recent success of feedforward convolutional neural networks [2, 3]. However, both neurobiological and computational
evidence hint at the importance of recurrent connectivity [4]. In particular, for
the recognition of degraded or occluded objects, delayed behavioural and neural responses have been observed, which would allow for competitive processing
via lateral recurrent connections [5]. For occluded stimuli, [6] suggest that recurrent top-down connections may reconstruct missing information. Whether
object recognition in artiﬁcial neural networks can beneﬁt from recurrent connections is less clear, however. Early investigations of this question used highly
restricted datasets, where artiﬁcial inputs were partly faded out or masked [7, 8].
Under natural conditions, however, occlusion is highly dependent on viewing angle and primates perceive objects stereoscopically with two eyes. Thus, building
on our previous work [9], we here developed two novel occluded image datasets
that capture the full range of disparity and perspective cues for both natural
(handwritten digits) and computer rendered (full 3-D objects) stimuli. Using
these datasets we compare a range of parameter-matched convolutional neural
network models and demonstrate signiﬁcant performance advantages for models
that include recurrent connections.
∗ This work was supported by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 713010 (GOAL-Robots, Goal-based Open-ended
Autonomous Learning Robots).
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2

Methods

Occluded Stereo Multi-MNIST (OS-MNIST) Our ﬁrst dataset is based on the
MNIST digits [10]. It forces the networks to learn a representation that generalizes to diﬀerent variants of a particular class. Contrary to past studies [8, 6, 11],
occlusion is generated by overlaying the target digit with two other digit instances in a pseudo-3D environment as shown in Fig. 1 A. Target and occluders
are randomly distributed along the x,y-plane. For each MNIST digit we generated 10 random occluder combinations, resulting in a total of 600,000 stereo
image pairs for training and 100,000 for testing.
Occluded Stereo YCB-Objects (OS-YCB) Our OS-YCB data set contains stereo
image pairs of 79 common household objects occluding one another [12]. For
each image, we placed three virtual 3D objects according to Fig. 1 A. The
target-object is centered, occluders are randomly distributed along the y-axis.
All objects are placed in upright position and turned by a random yaw angle. A
background was chosen to simulate a context with natural image statistics. We
generated 4,000 images per object resulting in 316,000 stereo image pairs, split
80/20 for training and testing.
All stimuli were rendered at 32 × 32 pixels, occluders were chosen in a way that
no two instances of one class would appear in the same image, and occlusion was
constrained to range between 20 and 80%. For stereo input, the target-object is
presented at zero disparity. Both datasets are available online.1

Fig. 1: Data sets and network models. (A) The centered target object is occluded
by 2 additional objects arranged in a 3D-fashion. (B) A sketch of the six models
named after their connection properties. B: bottom-up, L: lateral, T: top-down.
Each model considered consists of an input layer, two hidden layers and
an output layer. The two hidden layers allow for four basic models (B, BT,
BL, BLT ). Bottom-up and lateral connections are implemented as convolutional
layers with a stride of 1×1 followed by a 2×2 maxpooling operation with a stride
1 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3540900
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of 2 × 2. Top-down connections are realized as 3 × 3 transposed convolutions
[13] with output stride 2 × 2. Each of the recurrent network models is unrolled
for four time steps and trained by backpropagation through time [14]. When
reporting accuracy, we consider the output at the last unrolled time step. To
compensate for the increased parameter space of recurrent models, we introduce
two additional feedforward models B-F and B-K as in [7]. B-F doubles the
number of convolutional ﬁlters per layer from 32 to 64, B-K has larger 5 × 5
kernels compared to 3 × 3 in all other models.
(t,l)

Layers The inputs to the hidden recurrent layers are denoted by hi,j . This
notation represents the vectorized input of a patch centered on location (i, j) in
layer l computed at time step t across all feature maps indexed by k. Thus an
(t,0)
input image presented to the network is denoted as hi,j . The activations z of
a hidden recurrent layer then become
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where wk is the vectorized convolutional kernel at feature map k in layer l for
bottom-up (B), lateral (L), and top-down (T) connections, respectively. Each of
these kernels is only active for models using the particular connection-type and
is otherwise set to zero. As lateral and top-down connections depend on values
of the previous time step, we deﬁne their inputs to be a vector of zeroes for t = 0.
(t,l)
The zi,j,k of the hidden layer are batch-normalized [15], passed on to rectiﬁed
linear units (ReLU, σz ), and go through local response normalization (LRN, ω)
[3], i.e.


 
(t,l)

(t,l)

hi,j,k = ω σz BNγ,β zi,j,k

.

After the second hidden layer the activations are relayed to a fully-connected
layer with one output-unit per class and a softmax activation function.
Learning To quantify the mismatch between the networks’ output ŷ(0,...,τ −1)
and the one-hot target label y we compute the cross-entropy summed across all
τ time steps and all N output units:
J(ŷ(0,...,τ −1) , y) = −

τ
−1 
N

t=0 i=0

(t)

(t)

yi · log ŷi + (1 − yi ) · log(1 − ŷi ).

The network parameters are adapted using adam [16] with an initial learning
rate of η = 0.003. Training occurred for 25 epochs with mini-batches of size 500.
Bottom-up weights were initialized with a truncated normal distribution with
μ = 0, σ = 2/kernelsize, all other weights with μ = 0, σ = 0.1.
The diﬀerent models were evaluated in terms of classiﬁcation accuracy averaged across the test set. We use pair-wise McNemar’s tests to compare test
performances [17]. To mitigate the increased risk of false positives, we control the
false discovery rate (FDR) at 0.05 using a Bonferroni-type correction procedure
developed in [18].
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3

Results

Fig. 2: Performance of the six network models, stereo input. Error bars indicate
the standard error based on ﬁve repetitions of the training. Matrices depict
results of pairwise McNemar tests. (A) OS-MNIST. (B) OS-YCB. (C) Softmax
output (BLT ) over time, illustrating the eﬀect of recurrent feedback. Correct
label is indicated by dashed line.
Overall, recurrent architectures perform better than feedforward networks of
near-equal complexity. Fig. 2 depicts the error-rate for the models trained with
stereo input (A, B). The lower left 3 × 3 squares of Fig. 2, highlighted by a white
line, indicate that all but one pair-wise test between feedforward and recurrent
models show a signiﬁcant performance gain for recurrent architectures. Only
for OS-YCB (Fig. 2 B), BT does not signiﬁcantly outperform B-F, χ2 (1, N =
63,200) = 0.52, p = .42. For OS-MNIST signiﬁcant diﬀerences (FDR = 0.05)
can be attested for every combination except (BL, BLT ).
Regarding the feedforward models, OS-MNIST shows a signiﬁcant advantage
for B-K over B-F. This is in contrast to OS-YCB, where the opposite holds true,
χ2 (1, N = 63,200) = 16.41, p < .01. This might be due to a larger number of
specialized kernels better representing the larger amount of classes. Amongst
recurrent models BT performs worst and BLT best in all runs.
Qualitatively, monocular results resemble the discussed ﬁndings for stereoscopic input, see Tab. 1. However, the relative performance advantage of recurrent models is ampliﬁed for the stereoscopic case in both datasets.
While OS-YCB has 79 possible classes, OS-MNIST provides only 10. The
latter, however, has more in-class variability and, for monocular input, provides
no cue but the partial visibility as to where the target object is located. The
error rates for OS-MNIST (mono., range: .397 – .539) and OS-YCB (mono.,
range: .178 – .209) reﬂect these characteristics.
The softmax output indicates how conﬁdent the network “feels” about each
class being the target. We observe that for more than 1/10 of the stimuli (OSMNIST, stereo.) wrong initial guesses at t0 are corrected at later time steps.
Correct initial guesses are generally reinforced, only ∼1.9% of correct initial
guesses are reverted, for speciﬁc examples see Fig. 2 C.
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OS-MNIST

B

B-F

B-K

BT

BL

BLT

Mono
Stereo

.539 ± .001
.140 ± .000

.507 ± .001
.127 ± .001

.495 ± .001
.111 ± .000

.438 ± .002
.078 ± .000

.405 ± .001
.067 ± .000

.397 ± .000
.067 ± .000

OS-YCB

B

B-F

B-K

BT

BL

BLT

Mono
Stereo

.209 ± .001
.078 ± .000

.196 ± .000
.066 ± .001

.205 ± .001
.074 ± .001

.188 ± .000
.067 ± .000

.187 ± .001
.064 ± .000

.178 ± .000
.060 ± .000

Table 1: Error rates for all models, standard error based on ﬁve repetitions of
training. Best performance per dataset is highlighted in bold.

4

Discussion

We investigated whether recurrent connectivity beneﬁts occluded object recognition. Previous attempts at answering this question have been limited by very
simplistic and unnatural stimuli. On the one hand, the stimuli used by [7]
were computer rendered digits without any variability in individual digit appearance. On the other hand, the stimuli used by [8, 6] only blurred out image
parts rather than introducing occluding objects. To overcome these limitations,
we introduced two novel datasets that capture the natural variability of object
appearance and a range of disparity and perspective cues. We demonstrated
that feedback connections signiﬁcantly improve occluded object recognition for
these more complex datasets, providing strong evidence for a general beneﬁt of
recurrence for occluded object recognition.
In our experiments, the recurrent model with both lateral and top-down connections (BLT ) performed best in all runs. The BL model came in second, while
BT performed worst, suggesting that lateral connections are particularly important for the observed performance gains. A second ﬁnding is that recognition
rates were higher for stereoscopic input. This is likely due to the second perspective of the scene, potentially revealing additional information about the target.
Moreover, stereoscopic input provides the network with another cue regarding
which parts of the input can be safely ignored: Only the target is presented at
zero disparity, while the occluders are not.
Qualitatively, the results of the statistical network comparisons for monocular
and stereoscopic inputs resemble each other. Interestingly, however, the relative
performance diﬀerence between recurrent and feedforward models was usually
higher for stereoscopic stimuli. This suggests that the recurrent connections are
eﬀective in utilizing the additional cues provided by the binocular presentation
of the scene. During training, we consistently observed that the sum of recurrent
weights (lateral and top-down) became slightly negative. We hypothesize that
this bias might contribute to inhibiting occluders.
Finally, our analysis revealed that recurrent connections “sharpen” the output distribution of the network while often correcting wrong initial guesses after
the ﬁrst feedforward pass through the network. Analyses with larger and more
complex network architectures are left for future work.
In conclusion, we have shown that recurrent neural network architectures
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show signiﬁcant performance advantages for occluded object recognition. Given
their improved performance and greater biological plausibility they deserve more
thorough analysis.
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